In *Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century*, Nancy attends her first nuptial celebration (that’s fancy for wedding). Transform her into a colorful guest for the wedding below!
Fancy Nancy is lucky enough to attend a fabulous wedding in Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century. Learn the wedding lingo (that’s a fancy word for language) by matching these wedding-related words with their meanings so you’re all set once YOU get a wedding invite!

1. TRADITION
2. OCCASION
3. NUPTIAL
4. CEREMONY
5. RECEPTION
6. BOUQUET
7. VEIL
8. VOWS
9. NON TRADITIONAL
10. VENUE
11. ATTIRE
12. FIANCÉ

A. Promises from the bride and groom to one another
B. Something new or unique
C. A special event
D. The event where the marriage takes place
E. Clothes
F. The piece of fabric a bride wears on her head
G. French for husband-to-be
H. A wedding
I. A bunch of flowers
J. Something special that is passed down/repeated
K. A place
L. The party

In Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century, Nancy dreams of being the flower girl in her uncle's upcoming wedding. Follow the instructions below to make your very own bouquet of flowers!

**YOU’LL NEED:**
- 15 sheets of colored tissue paper per 4 to 6 different colors
- Green pipe cleaners
- Scissors
- Ruler

**HERE’S HOW:**
1. Cut 15 sheets of the same color tissue paper into 5” x 7” pieces.
2. Stack together the newly cut pieces of paper.
3. Accordion pleat from the long side of the paper.
4. Wind one end of the pipe cleaner around the center of the accordion and tie the end to the stem.
5. Trim the ends of each side so they’re rounded or pointed.
6. Gently pull each layer one at a time away from the center.
7. Repeat the same steps with each different color tissue paper, until you have a full and fabulous bouquet!

🌟 Safety note: This craft involves cutting. Please ask an adult for assistance.